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Summary and Introduction
The triaxial test method for measuring transfer impedance and shielding effectiveness was originally
designed for communications cables. Meanwhile, also for power lines and for high-voltage cables (HVcables) for electric vehicles the measurement of the shielding effectiveness is required.
The mechanical dimensions of power lines and lines and components for electric vehicles are
generally larger than typical dimensions of cables and components for telecommunications.
To measure the EMC of those larger elements, the Triaxial test method has been expanded by the
"Triaxial Cell".
In addition to the larger dimensions also impedances of power lines differ from the impedances of
communication cables. While communications cables usually have standardized characteristic
impedances of 50 Ohm or 75 Ohm, the impedances of power lines and HV cables for electric vehicles
are in the range of about 10 to 12 ohms. Depending on whether it is measured by short circuit or by
matched conditions, interactions may be applied to the system which can significantly disturb the
measurement. This consideration applies to measurements in the tube as well as in the Triaxial cell.
The following report describes the capabilities of the Triaxial cell. Measurements with the cell are
presented and discussed. The question of whether and when transfer impedance can be measured
with or without matching is examined and a new test method "unmatch-match-short" for measuring the
transfer impedance is presented.

Principle of the triaxial test procedure
With the triaxial test-set up, one can measure both, the transfer impedance at the lower frequency
range as well as the screening attenuation at higher frequencies.
The test set-up consists of a network analyser (or alternatively a discrete signal generator and a
selective measuring receiver) and a tube with terminations to the cable screen and the network
analyser or receiver. The material of the tube shall be well conductive and non-ferromagnetic, for
example brass or aluminium.
The cable under test (CUT), which is centred in the middle of the tube, forms together with the tube a
triaxial system (fig. 1). The inner system is the CUT itself and the outer system is formed by the screen
under test and the tube.
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Figure 1a – Principle test set-up to measure transfer impedance and screening
attenuation
The CUT is terminated with its characteristic impedance at the far end (fig. 1).
The screen under test is short circuited with the tube at the near end of the generator. Due to this
short circuit, the influence of capacitive parts is excluded.
A generator with the voltage U1 feeds the inner system. The voltage U2 is measured with a measuring
receiver with an input impedance equal to the characteristic impedance of the tube (50 Ohm).
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Figure 1b – Equivalent circuit of the principle test set-up in figure 1
The energy, which couples through the weak screen travels into both directions of the tube
respectively the outer system. At the short circuit at the near end side of the generator, the wave is
totally reflected, so that the receiver measures the complete energy that couples through the screen.
At the low frequency range, the transfer impedance ZT may be calculated from the voltage ratio U2/U1:

ZT ⋅ l ≈ Z1 ⋅

U2
U1

if ZT << Z1

(1)

At high frequencies, the logarithmic ratio of the input power P1 to the measured power P2 on the
receiver gives the screening attenuation aS.
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In order to compare the screening attenuation with other test procedures in accordance with IEC
62153-4-4, the measured ratio of power P2 to P1 is related to the standardized characteristic
impedance of the outer system of 150 Ω:
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where Z1 is the chara
acteristic imp
pedance of th
he device un
nder test and the characteeristic imped
dance of
the outer system is 150
1 Ω. The measure
m
of th
he screening
g attenuation is the measuured max. va
alue.
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he coupling trransfer functtion in
figure 2 sshows the transfer imped
dance ZT and
d the screening attenuation aS of a caable screen vs.
v
frequenccy.
t
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Figure 2 – Measured Coupling transfer fun
Triaxial cell
In the DC
C range resp
pectively at very
v
low frequ
uencies, the transfer imp
pedance of a braided scre
een is
equal to the DC resisstance. In the
e range of ab
bout 1 MHz to
t 10 MHz, th
he value of thhe transfer
impedan
nce drops down to lower values (at op
ptimized braiids) and incre
eases then w
with about 20
0 dB per
decade ttowards high
her frequenciies.
The coupling transfer function Tn,f gives the re
elation betwe
een the screening attenuuation aS and
d the
transfer impedance ZT of a cables screen. In the lower fre
equency rang
ge, where thee cable samples are
electrica
ally short, the
e transfer imp
pedance ZT ccan be meas
sured up to th
he cut off freqquencies fcn,f . Above
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these cut off frequencies fcn,f in the range of wave propagation, the screening attenuation aS is the
measure of screening effectiveness. The cut off frequencies fcn,f may be moved towards higher or
lower frequencies by variable length of the cable under test.
The upper cut off frequency fmax-ZT for measuring the transfer impedance is given by:

f max − ZT ≤

50 ⋅10 6
ε r1 ⋅ Lc

(4)

The lower cut off frequency fmin-as for measuring the screening attenuation according to EN 50289-1-6
is given by:

f min −as ≥

c0

(5)

2 ⋅ ε r1 − ε r 2 ⋅ Lc

where:
c0
εr1
εr2
Lc

velocity of light in free space
relative dielectric constant of the inner system
relative dielectric constant of the outer system
coupling length

Figure 2 shows the cut-off frequencies of the transfer impedance ZT and of the screening attenuation
aS according to EN 50289-1-6. For a cable of 1 m length and a relative dielectric constant of the inner
system εr of 2,28 we obtain an undefined range or a “grey zone” in the frequency range from about 30
MHz to about 300 MHz, although this frequency range is of specific interest for different services.
In principle, the undefined range could be covered by varying the length of the device under test. But
varying the length of the device under test is not always desired or impossible in case of DUTs with
fixed length e.g. in case of cable assemblies.
Hence it should be discussed how the coupling transfer function could be the measure for the
screening effectiveness, including transfer impedance and screening attenuation.
IEC TC 46/WG 5 revises IEC 62153-4-7, Transfer impedance and of screening attenuation of
connectors and cable assemblies with the Triaxial test procedure. During this revision, it should be
discussed to introduce the coupling transfer function as shown in figure 2. The length of the test set-up
could be fixed to 1 meter. The value of the minimum of the screening attenuation at fmin-as could be
extended to fmax-ZT and is from here the measure of the screening attenuation. With this extension, the
screening effectiveness, consisting of transfer impedance and screening attenuation is explicitly
described over the complete frequency range.
Furthermore, with the new procedure of IEC 62153-4-3 Ed.2 described below, the cut off frequency
fmax-ZT of the transfer impedance can be moved towards higher frequencies and the undefined range
can be reduced.
To compare different devices and for qualification purposes the proposed application of the coupling
transfer function is useful in any case.
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Triaxial Cell
Larger connectors and cable assemblies do not fit into the commercial available test rigs of the Triaxial
test procedure which have been designed originally to measure transfer impedance and screening
attenuation on communication cables, connectors and assemblies.
In cooperation with bedea and Rosenberger the “Triaxial Cell” was designed to test larger devices and
assemblies, especially for the HV cables and components for electromotive vehicles. The principles of
the Triaxial test procedures can be transferred to rectangular housings. Tubes and rectangular
housings can be operated in combination in one test rig. The screening effectiveness of larger
connectors or devices can be measured in the tube as well as in the Triaxial Cell. Test results of tube
and cell measurements corresponds well.

Figure 3 – Measuring of transfer impedance and screening attenuation of connectors and
assemblies with Triaxial cell and tube in tube according to IEC 62153-4-7
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Figure 4 – Principle depiction of the Triaxial cell to measure transfer impedance and screening
attenuation at HV-assemblies with tube in tube according to IEC 62153-4-7
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Care sho
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n at the trans
sition from th
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e rectangular housing. Att this transitio
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reflexion
ns of the transmitted signal may occurr (in the oute
er circuit), due to the deviiation of the
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p
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h
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Figure 5 –Different designs of Triaxial Cellls
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The housing respecttively the triaxial cell is in principle a cavity
c
resona
ator which shhows differen
nt
resonancce frequencies, dependin
ng on its dim
mensions.
For a recctangular cavvity resonato
or, the resona
ance frequen
ncies can be calculated aaccording to equation
(6). For this calculattion, one of th
he paramete
ers M,N,P ma
ay be set to zero.
z
Conducctive parts in
nside the
esonator mayy lead to deviating resona
ance frequen
ncies or to mute them.
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where M
M,N,P number of modes
s (even, 2 off 3 >0)
a
a,b,c dime
ensions of ca
avity
cc0
veloccity of light in
n free space
For the d
dimensions of
o the Triaxia
al cells of 136
6/136/99 mm
m, 750/250/25
50 mm and 11000/300/300 mm
resonancce frequencies are given
n in table 1 up
p to 3 GHz. Since
S
the device under teest is placed inside
the cavitty, the resona
ance frequen
ncies during the test may
y deviate from
m the calculaated frequencies.
Measure
ements of tra
ansfer impedance and sccreening atten
nuation of a cable RG 111 with single braid
construcction with tub
be and with Triaxial
T
cell w
with a length of 1 m shows the same rresults up to the first
resonancce frequencyy of about 72
20 MHz.
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Table 1 – Resonance frequencies of different Triaxial Cells
136-er Cell
a
136

b
136

c
99

m
1
1
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

n
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
3

p
1
0
1
1
0
2
2
1
2
2
0

750-er Cell

f/GHz
2,17
2,47
2,68
2,89
3,12
3,22
3,41
3,47
3,75
3,91
3,98

a
750

b
250

c
250

m
1
1
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

n
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
3

p
1
0
1
1
0
2
2
1
2
2
0

1000-er Cell

f/GHz
0,87
1,22
1,34
1,36
1,26
1,34
1,36
1,40
1,70
1,71
1,84

a
1000

b
300

c
300

m
1
1
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

n
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
3

p
1
0
1
1
0
2
2
1
2
2
0

f/GHz
0,72
1,01
1,12
1,13
1,04
1,12
1,13
1,16
1,41
1,42
1,53

Figure 6 shows measurements of transfer impedance and screening attenuation of a cable RG 11 with
single braid construction with tube and with Triaxial cell of a length of 1 m. Up to the calculated first
resonance frequency of about 720 MHz no deviation of the measured curves can be observed.

Figure 6a – Comparison of the measurements with tube and with Triaxial cell of a RG 11 cable
with single braid construction, lin. scale
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Figure 6
6b – Comparison of the measureme
ents with tu
ube and with
h Triaxial ceell of a RG 11
1 cable
with sin
ngle braid co
onstruction,, log scale
Above th
he first reson
nance frequency of the ce
ell of about 720
7 MHz, dev
viations of thhe max. value
es of the
curves w
within 3 dB ca
an be found. Measureme
ents of samples with com
mplex geomettries are und
der
further study.
Measurin
ng of screening effectiveness of conn
nectors and cable
c
assemblies with thee Triaxial cell is
under study at IEC TC
T 46/WG 5 and will be in
ncluded as additional
a
tes
st procedure in the revise
ed
version o
of IEC 62153
3-4-7, Transffer impedancce and scree
ening attenua
ation of conneectors and
assembllies, Triaxial method.
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Influence of load conditions in the inner system
The choice of the matching loads within a system has considerable influence regarding the coupling of
the inner to the outer system and vice versa. This is valid for real existing screened electrical systems
as well as for test set-ups to measure the screening effectiveness with the triaxial procedure.
At the triaxial system according to figure 1, the inner system consists of the DUT (device under test)
with inner conductor, dielectric and screen, load resistor and generator. The second system consists
of the receiver, airspace, test tube, short circuit (as load of the DUT) and the screen of the DUT. The
screen of the DUT is member of both, the inner and the outer system.
The influence of different load impedances of the inner system regarding the test results is discussed
below.
In case of screening problems on cables and assemblies, usually the galvanic coupling of the systems
via the transfer impedance of the cable screen or the outer conductor of the connector is considered
as dominant effect. The transfer impedance of screens can be determined by:

ZT =

U2
I1

(7)

This simple equation shows the underlying screening problem directly. A current I1 that flows in the
inner system through the screen with the transfer impedance ZT causes a voltage U2 at the outer
system. This voltage acts as the disturbing source in the outer system.
An increasing current through the screen causes increasing emission. If one looks at the current
distribution of the inner system (the device under test), simple and easy conditions can only be found
in case of matching. In this case, current and voltage are in phase and knotted by the impedance of
the line by:

I1 =

U1
Z1

(8)

Equation (8) is only valid for the special case of matching. In case of changing load conditions a more
general description is required. Figure 7 shows the general equivalent circuit.
The generator with the internal resistor ZG is connected to the DUT with the length L. The device
under test is depicted by the characteristic impedance Z1 of the line, the dielectric constant εr, the
velocity of propagation v and propagation constant γ. The device under test is loaded with the load R1.

Figure 7 – Inner System, matched with source- und load impedance
The current I(0) at the load is calculated according to [8] as follows:

I (0) =

UG
R1 ⋅ [cosh(γ L) +

ZG
Z
sinh(γ L)] + Z1 ⋅ [sinh(γ L) + G cosh(γ L)]
Z1
Z1
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(9)

With the theory of tra
ansmission lines, the currrent can be calculated
c
no
ow as functioon x of the length of
the DUT
T:

I ( x) = I (0) ⋅ co
osh(γ x) + U (0) / Z1 ⋅ sinh
h(γ x)

((10)

In case o
of short circu
uit respective
ely in case off open circuitt of a DUT with low impeddance of Z1 = 10
Ohm (e.g
g. a HV-cablle) with 1 m or
o 2 m length
h, the following current diistribution aloong the cable length
vs. frequ
uency is given (figure 8 and 9).

Figure 8 – Local current distrib
bution vs. frrequency with short circ
cuit,
lleft side 1m length, righ
ht side 2m le
ength

Figure 9 – Local current distrib
bution vs. frrequency with open circ
cuit,
lleft side 1m length, righ
ht side 2m le
ength

At certain frequencie
es, a conside
erable locatio
on dependent increase off current occuurs. The max
x. value
of those current peakks related to the matched
d condition (Z
Z1 = ZG) is given
g
by:
Imax(Z1) / Imaax(Z1=ZG) = Z G / Z1

(11))

It is the inverse ratio of the imped
dances of the
e generator and
a the DUT
T. For an unm
matched cable under
test with a characteriistic impedan
with a factorr 5.
nce of Z1 = 1 0 Ohm we get
g local curre
ent maxima w
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Impact of load conditions to the measurements
The test results of a real test set-up with a 0,95 m long HV-cable under test with a characteristic
impedance of Z1 = 10 Ohm for the load conditions: open circuit, matched and short circuit are shown
in figure 10.

Figure 10 – Comparison of the screening effectiveness of HV-cables with different load
conditions

Whereas measuring with matched DUT (R1 = 10 Ohm, purple curve) shows a smooth coupling curve
(Transmission S21) up to 100 MHz, a first resonance maximum at about 40 MHz can be observed at
the short circuit. Further maxima can be observed at 3 * 40 MHz and 5 * 40 MHz; that means at
uneven multiples of the first resonance maximum of the short circuit. At the open circuit, (R1 = ∞ Ohm,
green curve), we find the first resonance at about 80 MHz and a second one at about 160 MHz. A third
one is indicated at about 240 MHz; that means, resonances occur at even multiples from the first
resonance frequency in case of open circuit.
Expressed in wavelength which fit into the length of the cable under test, resonances occur as follows:
short circuit:
open circuit:

uneven multiples of lambda/4
even multiples of lambda/2

The magnitude of those resonance cambers amounts up to +14dB, which corresponds to the factor 5
(in case of voltage measurement). This value is conform to the theoretic investigated max current
cambers at the inner system.
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Revisio
on of IEC 62153-4-3
3: Measuriing of tran
nsfer impe
edance
The first draft of the revised
r
IEC 62153-4-3 E
Ed.2 (46/371//CD) contains already thee conditions, pictured
above. A third test prrocedure with the load co
onditions "un
nmatch-match-short“ is addded in the new
n
draft.
This new
w procedure allows directt feeding of tthe cable und
der test from the generato
tor with the in
nner load
R1 witho
out any match
hing device. Transfer imp
pedance of HV-cables
H
ca
an be measu red without any
a
matching
g device, where resonance cambers as pictured above
a
can be
e avoided whhen using the
procedure "unmatche
ed-short-sho
ort". This is p
possible by using new calculation rulees for the calc
culation
of von ZT from the measured Transmission S 21.
The upper cut off frequency fmax-ZZT can be exttended towards higher fre
equencies. T
The considerrations of
the new test procedu
ure "unmatch
h-match-shorrt“ are valid for
f both, mea
asuring the trransfer impedance
with the well known Triaxial
T
tube as well as w
with the Triax
xial cell.
The funcction “Couplin
ng transfer fu
unction“ as w
well as the ch
hanges of the
e new versioon of IEC 621
153-4-2
Ed2 are already integ
grated in the
e current verssion of the WinCoMeT
W
so
oftware of thee CoMeT sys
stem of
bedea/R
Rosenberger..
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